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Baker Aviation Maintenance Teams With Jet Mall – Expands Services
February 11, 2013 – Addison, Texas – Baker Aviation, a full-service aircraft maintenance,
management and charter company in North Texas, has partnered with Jet Mall, LLC to provide
a wider range of services to their customers.
With this new alliance, Baker Aviation Maintenance and Jet Mall will ultimately minimize their
customer’s down time for the aircraft whenever there is a need for a combination of
maintenance repairs, inspections, avionics, paint and interior. Capitalizing on the skill levels and
expertise from each company, Baker Aviation Maintenance and Jet Mall will expand their
capabilities while saving their customers valuable time and money.
“We continue to seek ways to improve and diversify the Baker line of services in order to best
satisfy the needs of our clients while bringing the company to a new level, “ stated Ray Goyco,
Jr, Chief Operating Officer at Baker Aviation. “This partnership with Jet Mall is quite seamless;
both companies remain true to their visions and values which continue to drive our success.”
Jet Mall is a world class exterior paint and interior refurbishment facility with four modern hangar
bays totaling nearly 60,000 square feet with current plans for expansion. Located at the Ft.
Worth Spinks (KFWS) airport, Jet Mall’s customers include private and commercial aircraft
operators. Jet Mall is recognized as a primary paint services provider for Bombardier Aviation
Services. They also provide on-site avionics installation and repair, including the latest cabin
communication and entertainment systems through their partner, Aerospace Instrument
Support.
“We are bringing together highly skilled, qualified technicians with years of experience into one
location so we can provide superb maintenance services and save our customers down time,”
commented Chris Nath, General Manager and Director of Maintenance at Jet Mall, LLC. “Our
cohesive group works closely together to provide a wider range of aircraft services so
customers will really benefit from our one-stop facility.”
Baker Aviation Maintenance received its FAA Repair Station certification (FAA CRS# 5BVR011C)
in 2012 and specializes in airframe maintenance for Falcon, Hawker, King Air, Beechjet,
Citation, Learjet, Challenger and Gulfstream aircraft. Based at Addison Airport (KADS), Baker
recently expanded with three conveniently located hangars totaling 25,400 square feet. Baker
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Aviation Maintenance also accommodates Gulfstream aircraft and other long-range cabin
aircraft for maintenance inspections and repair at their facility in Ft. Worth (KFTW).
“Jet Mall’s facility is state of the art and coupled with the anticipated growth, this will allow Baker
to offer our entire client base, paint solutions while the aircraft is down for major inspection or
repair,” Ray Goyco commented. “In addition, Baker can provide quality maintenance support to
Jet Mall’s clientele when needed so it is a real win-win relationship. And I am thrilled to be
working closely with Chris Nath, an industry professional with the utmost integrity and more than
20 years of paint experience,” added Ray Goyco.

About Baker Aviation
Baker Aviation is a full-service aircraft maintenance, management and charter company,
licensed to provide professional aviation services in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Central
America and the Caribbean. ARG/US, Platinum-Rated, they are headquartered at Meacham
International Airport, Fort Worth, TX, with new maintenance facilities at Addison Airport, Dallas,
TX, specializing in airframe maintenance for Hawker, King Air, Beechjet, Citation, Learjet,
Challenger and Gulfstream aircraft. To learn more, or to schedule service, please visit
www.baker-aviation.com or call 972-248-0457.
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